
Name:________________________ 
Class Period:__________ !

 

!
Literary Term Poster Project 

Assigned Literary Term ___________________________    !
!
You will create an informative, creative poster for your literary term.  You are to do the following:  !

     1.  Write your literary term neatly on the paper—make it LARGE and easy to read ( size 60 min.)!   
    Make sure you spell your term correctly. !
     2.  Write the definition of your term (size 28 font min.) - you can use the definition as it is given to  
 you in the handbook of literary terms from class or from another (reputable) source. !
      3.  Use an example of your literary term as it appears in a story, poem, idiom, or novel - citing if  
 applicable. ( size 28 min.) !
      4.  Draw/create an illustration that goes with the term or your example.   
 - Make sure the image will convey the meaning of the word  
 - Image must be copyright friendly or your Own  
 - State the type of Licensing for image or give artistic credit  
 - Provide a short link to Page that has image and license info on it. (use bit.ly) - if applicable !
      5. Make your poster neat, colorful, and interesting to look at! Your poster must be printed UNLESS 
 you have artistic ability.  Stick figures do not count and will not be graded. !
           Make sure your name and class period is on the back of your poster.   !
GRADING RUBRIC: !
__________  (5) Literary term written prominently on your poster (at least 60 font); spelled correctly !
__________  (10) Literary term definition written neatly and accurately (at least 28 font) !
__________  (10) Written example that demonstrates the term accurately (at least 28 font) !
__________  (10) Neat and appropriate illustration that goes with the term and/or example 
    
__________  (10) Original or copyright-friendly image / licensing for image or artistic credit !
__________  (5) Poster quality: colorful and neat! !
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 !! !
Example Poster Layouts !
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